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Silicon Pore Optics X-ray mirror development for the ATHENA telescope
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ABSTRACT

ATHENA, the largest space-based X-ray telescope to be flown by the European Space Agency, uses a new modular technology to assemble its 2.5 m diameter lens. The lens will consist of several hundreds of smaller X-ray lenslets, called mirror modules, which each consist of up to 76 stacked mirror pairs. Those mirror modules are arranged in circles in a large optics structure and will focus X-ray photons with an energy of 0.5 to 10 keV at a distance of 12 m onto the detectors of ATHENA. The point-spread function (PSF) of the optics shall achieve a half-energy width (HEW) of 5", with an effective area of about 1.4 m² at an energy of 1 keV, corresponding to several hundred m² of super-polished mirrors with a roughness of about 0.3 nm and a thickness of down to 110 µm. Silicon Pore Optics (SPO), using the highest-grade double-side polished 300 mm wafers commercially available, have been invented to enable such next generation X-ray telescopes. SPO allows the cost-effective production of high-resolution, large area X-ray optics by using all the advantages that mono-crystalline silicon and the mass production processes of the semiconductor industry provide. SPO has also shown to be a versatile technology that can be further developed for gamma-ray optics, medical applications and for materials research. This paper will present the status of the technology and of the mass production capabilities, show latest performance results and discuss the next steps in the development.
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1. INTRODUCTION

ATHENA [1], the second L-class mission selected by the European Space Agency (ESA) within its Cosmic Vision 2015-2025 plan [2], will be the largest X-ray telescope built to date. It will study the ‘Hot and Energetic Universe’ and essentially consists of a 2.5 m diameter lens and two large detectors, a Wide-Field Imager (WFI) [3] and a cryogenic imaging spectrometer called the X-ray Integral Field Unit (XIFU) [4]. ESA is currently studying the mission and is now in Phase B1 of that process [5]. The next gate is the Mission Adoption Review (MAR), scheduled for November 2022, to put the mission on schedule for launch in 2033.

Apart from the detectors, ATHENA’s optics is a new and mission enabling element. To achieve the scientific goals requires [6] a 12 m focal length lens that can provide an effective area of about 1.4 m² at an energy of 1 keV and that can achieve an angular resolution of 5” half-energy width (HEW). When first design studies for ATHENA were performed in the early years of 2000 the unprecedented demand for a combination of large area and high-resolution X-ray optics was outside of the realm of then existing technologies [7]. To provide such optics, ESA therefore started in 2005 the development of a light-weight X-ray lens technology, now called Silicon Pore Optics (SPO) [8]. With the selection of ATHENA in 2014 the SPO development efforts intensified, in order to reach a sufficient Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 5-6, as required to pass the MAR.

SPO allows assembling the ATHENA optics in a modular way, by using 600 mirror modules, essentially small X-ray lenslets [8], that are inserted, aligned and fixed into an optical bench. Each mirror module consists of pairs of stacks of coated mirror plates made from commercial super-polished silicon wafers [9]. The total optics will include close to 90,000 of such mirror surfaces, with a total area of ~300 m² and a surface roughness of ~0.3 nm rms. To produce such large amounts of individual mirrors and to assemble hundreds of mirror modules [10] requires a mass production approach that so far has been unheard of in scientific astrophysical missions. Demonstration of the capability to produce the SPO mirror modules efficiently and with high quality is the key criterion for the ESA ATHENA adoption approach. This paper summarises the status of reading this new technology for the ATHENA mission.

2. PREPARING THE MASS PRODUCTION OF SPO

The production of the ATHENA optics is split into 4 major steps: (1) production of the mirror plates, (2) stacking of the mirrors, (3) assembly of mirror modules and (4) integration of the mirror modules into the optics structure. cosine will be responsible for all steps up to mirror module level and provide those then to Media Lario S.r.l. in Italy for integration into the optical bench [11].

![Image](https://example.com/image.png)

Figure 1: Inner, middle and outer radius (from back to front) SPO mirror modules being prepared for vibration testing. The left most row shows mass dummies used to calibrate the test equipment.

All critical elements of the entire production chain have already been demonstrated individually as part of the ongoing technology development program of ESA, using early development samples in small quantities. In order to avoid the typical problems when scaling up from laboratory scale to mass production during the transition of the ATHENA project
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into phase C (building), a soft ramp-up approach has been chosen. This means that industrial grade equipment is procured already now in phase B, installed, commissioned and used to speed up and gradually increase the production rates. This approach ensures that the adoption review process can also be provided with evidence that a production rate of two mirror modules per day [10], as required to keep the ATHENA schedule [5], is realistic and feasible.

**Mirror plates**

Building the flight model of ATHENA starts with sourcing ~15,000 super-polished 300 mm wafers [12]. Such an amount, while large for scientific customers, is only a minor part of the 600,000 wafers that are produced each month world-wide for the semiconductor industry. The wafers will then be further polished by an ion-beam figuring (IBF) process to mill a wedge into the silicon, as required to later form a focusing optics. This is a change of the so-far used wet chemical wedging process, which shall allow to further tighten the production parameters and result in an improved optics performance. We are currently procuring one of the first fully automated 300 mm IBF machines that can load wafer cassettes and process those. The machine will be installed late 2021 in the cosine premises in Warmond and we expect to require only one additional machine to process all of the wafers required for ATHENA.

The processed wafers are then sent to the two plate suppliers (Micronit microtechnologies in the Netherlands and Teledyne e2v in the United Kingdom) for further processing. Both suppliers have installed automated wetbenches for the chemical processes and automated dicing saws for the ribbing and dicing processes required to turn the wafers into mirror plates (see figure 2).

![Figure 2: Automated wafer dicing and ribbing machine, as installed at both plate suppliers (left). The right shows the first industrial spray-coater after installation at Micronit.](image-url)

This equipment already allows producing and delivering several thousands of plates per year and which was used in the past two years to exercise all aspects of the production. The pilot production at small quantities revealed many aspects and difficulties that have been improved upon over the last two years: The plate specification and acceptance criteria have been detailed and iterated to find a balance between yield (cost) and performance. The packaging and shipment containers have been designed, prototyped, tested and improved iteratively, to maximise cleanliness and improve efficiency both at packaging and un-packaging sites. The plate production for more standard plate types has been transferred from the engineering to the production departments, which yields many steps where small improvements result in significant cost savings and/or quality improvements. Micronit has also just installed a first industrial spray-coater (see figure 2) to develop the mass-production resist deposition process for patterning the mirror plates such, that the later metal coating will not be on areas where plate-to-plate bonding will take place.
Once the plates have been delivered to cosine, they need to be further processed. The first step is an incoming inspection. Plate inspection software applications have been developed, such that technicians can efficiently communicate inspection results and store the data for analysis and statistics in a centralized database. In 2020 additional metrology has been developed to measure the total thickness variation of the plates (one of the performance drivers of the ATHENA optics) and since available, has resulted in improvements to the plate wedge production and to the selection of mirror plates for stacking.

The next step is to clean the plates, using a newly installed fully automated wetbench (see figure 3). This wetbench performs cleaning and drying of plates according to stored recipes and includes concentration monitoring of all chemicals, which allows to control the filling and spiking to percent levels. Due to the automation, the timing for heating up baths, inserting containers with plates and running cleaning cycles can be repeated with seconds accuracy. The automation also off-loads the technicians that now only have to load and unload the containers.

The cleaned plates are then transferred into carriers to load them into an industrial magnetron sputtering drum coating machine (see figure 4). This machine has been installed in 2019 [13] and has in the last months been upgraded to include three magnetrons that can sputter sequentially materials such as iridium, chromium, silicon carbide, boron carbide or...
carbon. The coating machine is also fully automated and coating recipes are stored and can be run without the intervention of operators. The machine includes an plasma system [14] to clean the mirror before the coatings are applied. Due to the drum rotation the coating machine can deposit single, bi- and multi-layers. The definition of the final coating recipe is still being developed [15]. To that end we have, together with DTU, recently stabilized the single layer iridium deposition [16] and are now working to develop a high-Z/low-Z bi-layer structure to further boost the effective area of the optics. Once this has been completed, we can proceed to testing multi-layer coatings to possible further improve the effective area of the ATHENA optics at 7 keV.

After un-loading the coated plates they are put back into cleaning containers and again loaded into the automated wetbench, where a lift-off process removes the resist covered area and dries the plates.

Stacking

The stacking process of the coated plates is carried out by fully automated robots [17], of which 4 are currently installed at cosine inside cleanrooms. The robots have in the last year undergone a significant harmonization and upgrade process. This has resulted in a stacking time of about 6.5 minutes per plate (see figure 6), already in line with the requirements of producing stacks for the ATHENA optics. We have recently also upgraded one robot to be able to stack up to 76 plates, to test a possible simplification of the mirror module assembly process by having later to integrate only two stacks instead of four (see figure 5).

Figure 5: The left photograph shows one of the four stacking robots currently installed in one of the cleanrooms at cosine. The right picture shows a first prototype stack with a plate geometry that conforms to the latest ATHENA optical design (so-called row-08, with a 2.3 mm rib spacing and a 0.11 mm thin membrane), which consists of 67 plates stacked in an effort to develop and test the possibility of making 76 plates high single XOU mirror modules.

Figure 6: The stacking robots are remote controlled by laboratory technicians (left), who train producing stacks with repeatable quality in a reproducible timing. One of the earlier stacking robots (XOAT-5, middle) still included many manual steps, resulting in a variable stacking rate. XOAT-8, the newest stacking robot can stack plates with a cadence of (6.5 ± 0.8) minutes per plate. The resulting 5 stacks shown on the right, correspond to the 5 orange data points in the central figure.
The harmonization of the robots not only allows exchanging components efficiently, but also reconfiguring a robot for a different plate geometry in a matter of days. Exchanging and aligning a mandrel (i.e. as required to make primary or secondary type stacks) can be done within an hour. The process control of the stacking process has been further tightened to electronically store all parameters in form of recipes that can be recalled by the operators when starting the stacking process. The stacking metrology that is generated during the stack production is automatically processed in real-time and used for X-ray performance prediction and comparison to other stacks. The performance prediction algorithms are continuously being further developed [18] based on the X-ray results we obtain from measurements at the XPBF 2.0 (X-ray parallel beam facility) [19, 20], operated by PTB at the BESSY II synchrotron radiation facility in Berlin.

The post-stacking process steps have also been upgraded in the past year, as they start to take up a significant amount of time in the overall production schedule. The stacks undergo a thermal annealing process to increase the bond-strength, for which processes and procedures had to be developed. DTU also ascertained that the thermal treatment does not affect the iridium coating significantly [21]. The stacks then get a laser-marked ID to identify each stack uniquely, before being packaged and shipped for X-ray testing.

X-ray testing and MM assembly

X-ray testing of stacks and assembly of mirror modules is done in Berlin at XPBF 2.0 which has been upgraded in the last two years to operate at an energy of 1 keV [22]. It also has received upgrades to improve the positioning accuracy and knowledge of the detector position with relation to the stack and mirror module coordinate system. We have also started to create additional cleanroom space next to the XPBF beamlines in an effort to increase the mirror module assembly rate, which requires storage of stacks, brackets and completed mirror modules at BESSY. The mirror module assembly process is being further developed [23, 24], as it is challenging to co-align 4 stacks to sub-arcsecond accuracy, especially with a desired production rate of 24 hours per mirror module. Significant effort has also been put into the automation of the X-ray data analysis pipeline and the measurement procedures of stacks and pairs of stacks, called a X-ray optical unit (XOU). Those are now carried out by dedicated personnel and results of such measurements are usually available within 24 hours. To further increase our measurement capacity, ESA is in parallel developing an additional beamline at the ALBA synchrotron [25] near Barcelona, which will become available in 2022.

3. PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT

The status of the optics development is assessed and reported by measuring the X-ray performance. We routinely measure SPO test samples at the XPBF 2.0 beamline. Individual stacks of SPOs are co-aligned in double-reflection using direct X-ray illumination with 0.1 mm wide X-ray beams that probe the entire surface of the optics with high-spatial resolution. Combining tens of thousands of such measurements allows to determine the overall point spread function (PSF) and to determine its HEW. We routinely also have optics measured at the PANTER facility operated in Munich by the Max Planck Institut für extraterrestrische Physik (MPE) to provide a cross-check and to be able to quantify the effective area and off-axis performance [26 - 28]. We also started to prepare for mirror modules measurements using the new BEATRIX beamline that ESA is preparing together with the Osservatorio astronomico di Brera [29, 30], which should become available later in 2021.

The stacking process development uses representative radii as proxy for the final ATHENA configuration, with the so-called middle radius (~750 mm) being the most advanced. The inner (~250 mm) and outer (~1500 mm) radii are also being developed in parallel and lessons learned on each radius are transferred to other radii.

We are continuously improving the stacking recipe of the robots to address a number of error components identified in earlier stack generations [9]. We had observed systematic deterioration of the performance on the azimuthal outer edges of the stacks, reducing the usable and well performing width of an XOU and potentially forcing the scientists having to make a choice between large effective area or high angular resolution. We can now report that the underlying mechanism that let to these errors has been understood. The solution required development of new over-sized mirror plate types with sacrificial lateral extensions (SALEX) parts, that are present during the stacking process, but removed afterwards before the XOUs are being integrated into mirror modules. We also improved the stacking equipment to allow finer control of the deposition of the plate edges during the stacking. This has in combination let to a significant improvement of the HEW over 100% width of an XOU (see figure 7 right), where for the first time a 20 plates middle radius XOU (S/N 101) in double reflection performs better than 10” (9.4”). Figure 8 shows the encircled energy fraction for XOU-0101. From the recorded spot (left), the PSF can be deduced and the angular width can be determined as function of the encircled energy fraction (right).
Also, smaller areas of that XOU-0101 show significant improvement compared to earlier generations. This was achieved by improving the adherence of the optics to the optical design, especially its meridional curvature. The combined target radius of curvature for an XOU is about 1.6 km, resulting in a meridional sag of about 100 nm, which over a mirror length of only 40 mm is complex to control and set. Too little curvature would limit the XOU HEW to about 5.6", the conical approximation to a Wolter-I system, too large curvature quickly deteriorates the performance further. Figure 7 on the left shows that with improved control over meridional curvature we have been able to pass on a 10% wide area over 10 plates of the same XOU the 4.3" barrier, again for the first time.

![Figure 7](image1.png)

Figure 7: Evolution of the angular resolution (HEW) as a function of time, for 10 plates (left) and 20 plates XOUs (right). Until 2020 all measurements are taken at 1.6 keV, as of 2021 we measure at 1.0 keV. The measurements report double reflection as measured at BESSY and the four sets of data points report different fractions of contiguous area width over 10 and 20 plates high scan areas. The gap in the middle of 2020 is related to COVID-19 related delays and supply issues.

![Figure 8](image2.png)

Figure 8: The PSF (left) and encircled energy fraction (right) for a middle radius XOU S/N 0101, for a 70% wide contiguous area measured over 20 plates in double reflection at BESSY at 1 keV.

On outer radii we have, with an earlier generation stacking recipe which still lacks the SALEX improvements, also achieved a new benchmark, as shown in figure 9.
The lessons learned from the outer and middle radii stacking have also been applied to the inner radii stacking robot and in mid-2020 a performance of 16.9” was measured (see figure 10) over 34 mirror pairs, a significant single step improvement compared to the earlier measured 60” performance.

It shall be noted that XOU-0101 is the very first attempt at making stacks that use the improved generation 6 stacking recipes. In the course of 2021, we will continue to implement many improvements on both plate and stack level. The goal is to reach a 35 plates middle radius XOU performance significantly better than 10” over 100% width and to push as large as possible an area below 7”, as an important steps towards the ATHENA MAR.

The stack quality is being further improved through further development of the stacking recipe, which depends not only on the type of tooling used to pre-shape the mirror plate prior to bonding, but also on the timing and sequence of releasing the plate. Significant resources are being used to develop finite element models of the stacking process. The models are used to study the influence of plate parameters (e.g. oxide thickness and stress, membrane thickness, rib spacing etc) and
of stacking robot parameters on the stack quality in terms of meridional curvature, edge effects and stack-up error. One example is shown in figure 11. Nevertheless, simulating an entire stack is still prohibitive in terms of computing time and we continue following the experimental route to improve the angular resolution step-by-step. The results, as shown in the HEW evolution (figure 7) show that optics quality keeps improving.

Figure 11: Example of the interaction between finite element modelling of the stacking process and improvements in practice. From the models a periodic structure was predicted to originate with a specific set of stacking parameters. The models predicted that those periodic structures could be reduced if the stacking robot would perform a smoother motion of the mandrel during the stacking process. Those changes were implemented and the stacking metrology data shows the before (left) and after (right) result of that particular process improvement.

4. CONCLUSION

The Silicon Pore Optics technology for ATHENA is being advanced on all fronts, as required to be able to pass the next mission gate, the Mission Adoption Review. We have shown that both the mass-production and the performance aspects of the optics are being developed by all partners with high speed. All process and production steps, from wafer up to mirror module level are being worked on, to ensure that the ATHENA optics can be built in-time and to quality.
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